
Flint weave

Customize your sectional.  
Choose from nearly 300 fabrics.

            
Stocked in Additional colors
gunmetal allow extra time

SECTIONAL GUIDE:  ALDRICH

ALDRICH COLLECTION PRODUCT DETAILS 
Perfect for family movie nights or overnight guests, our Aldrich 
pop-up platform sleeper effortlessly transforms from a 
modern sofa to a bed. Simply roll out the sofa’s front rail like a 
trundle, and a counter-balanced mechanism allows you to 
easily lift up the sleep surface. With its deep supportive seat 
and soft back cushions, Aldrich maximizes comfort and 
function, all within a sleek modern frame.

• seat cushion blend-down
• frame style tight seat and loose back
• removable leg 1 ½" feet
• arm height 25"
• seat height 17"
• seat depth 24"
• back height 28"
• overall height (with cushion) 39"

Aldrich 125" pop-up platform sleeper sofa with left-arm storage chaise in Flint gunmetal.

THREE WAYS TO SHOP
ROOMANDBOARD.COM VISIT OUR STORES 800.301.9720
Visit us online to shop our complete 
collection and create your own sectional 
configuration using our online designer.

Shop with a Design Associate who 
will help you choose the perfect 
pieces for your lifestyle.

Call Shop Room & Board from Home. 
Our Design Associates answer questions 
and give suggestions to help you shop.

MADE IN North Carolina

MADE IN
North Carolina 

MADE IN
North 
Carolina 

of U.S. and imported materials

of U.S. and imported materials

of U.S. and imported materials
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ALDRICH SECTIONAL PIECES
item dimensions arm seat Flint 

A left-arm storage chaise 37w 69d 28h 25h 22w 54d 17h 705067 $1,900
B right-arm storage chaise 37w 69d 28h 25h 22w 54d 17h 811506 $1,900
C 59" left-arm pop-up platform sleeper sofa 59w 39d 28h 25h 49w 24d 17h 593054 $2,000
D 59" right-arm pop-up platform sleeper sofa 59w 39d 28h 25h 49w 24d 17h 422275 $2,000
E 88" left-arm pop-up platform queen sleeper sofa 88w 39d 28h 25h 78w 24d 17h 163790 $2,300
F 88" right-arm pop-up platform queen sleeper sofa 88w 39d 28h 25h 78w 24d 17h 743516 $2,300
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ALDRICH SECTIONAL COLLECTION

sleeper sofa with chaise
overall 
dimensions arm seat Flint

A 96" pop-up platform queen sleeper sofa with left-arm storage chaise 96w 69d 28h 25h 71w 54d 17h 741298 $3,900
B 96" pop-up platform queen sleeper sofa with right-arm storage chaise 96w 69d 28h 25h 71w 54d 17h 390539 $3,900
C 125" pop-up platform queen sleeper sofa with left-arm storage chaise 125w 69d 28h 25h 100w 54d 17h 461709 $4,200
D 125" pop-up platform queen sleeper sofa with right-arm storage chaise 125w 69d 28h 25h 100w 54d 17h 144973 $4,200

C   left-arm storage chaise, 88" right-arm 
pop-up platform queen sleeper sofa
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A   left-arm storage chaise, 59" right-arm 
pop-up platform queen sleeper sofa

B   59" left-arm pop-up platform queen 
sleeper sofa, right-arm storage chaise


